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THE PERFECT STORM FOR 
MODERNIZING YOUR SCHOOL 
DISTRICT’S VOICE SYSTEM
WHY MODERNIZE YOUR VOICE SYSTEM?
When the question arises about modernizing your voice system, your first reaction is 

probably to ask “Why?” Why would you modernize when what you have now works 

just fine? You only have so much money in your budget, and you need to make sure 

that you spend it effectively. Well, the truth is that what was “just fine” a few years 

ago simply doesn’t cut it today. When you drill down and do a deeper analysis, you’ll 

probably find your current technology is no longer sufficient to meet modern school’s 

needs such as a safe school campus or parent/teacher/student interactions. In addition, 

it may actually be costing you far more than you think, both in short and long-term 

expenses. It is time to re-examine the purpose and utilization of your voice system, 

because old systems that were used previously for simple voice calling or paging can 

now be replaced by a complete communication tool. This new tool can provide, for 

example, alert notification, distant and abstract learning, social media collaboration, 

parent/community advisory and even sponsorship resources. 

The source and focus of funding for technology in schools is a hot button issue. Things 

are changing rapidly, and schools can no longer afford to think of communications 

as a budget item that is below the radar. The pending removal of E-Rate funding, the 

tightening of state budgets, and the focus on meeting online assessment deadlines 

mean that the communications budget is a weak point, and in some cases, a potential 

crisis. School boards prefer to spend on technology that directly benefits students’ 

educational needs. However, modern telephony features, especially with the expanded 

role of the communication system, can also bring real benefits to all users in a K-12 

environment. This should be a key consideration when looking for funding to support 

modernization. A range of diverse services are supported, enabling department 

budgets to be pooled and conserved in supporting a Unified Communication and 

Collaboration (UCC) solution that covers previously independent infrastructures.

Technology in the classroom must adapt to prepare students for their future 

technological environment. Technology outside the classroom must adapt to the 

new ways in which schools, students and parents communicate with each other. 

Access to relevant information has vastly improved with the introduction of learning 

management systems (LMS) and student information services (SIS), and there has 

been widespread adoption of broadband. This has resulted in greater communication 

expections than the current systems can deliver. Modernization is the perfect solution. 

It will cut communication costs dramatically, relieving the pressure on out-of-pocket 

expenses, and deliver a better environment for all K-12 constituents.

ACCORDING TO SEVERAL 
INDUSTRY SOURCES, SUCH AN 
ARCHITECTURE DRIVES THE 
FOLLOWING GAINS:

• Reduce up-front 
hardware investments 
by up to 40%1

• Save 50% to 70% on 
your Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO)1 of IT 
& Telecom resources

• Lower communications 
bills by approximately 
10% to 20%2

• Save 5% to 30% 
through on-net calls 
using WAN bandwidth 
for both data and 
communications3

• Save an additional 10% 
to 20% by using least-
cost routing on the 
WAN4 

1 Virtualization reduces costs and complexity for mid-sized 

businesses, IBM, August 2010.
2 Aging Communications Systems: Risks and Opportunities; 

A Tactical Approach to Enterprise Communications 

Transformation, Alcatel-Lucent, August, 2012
3 Transformation Opportunities with the Alcatel-Lucent 

OpenTouch® Suite, Alcatel-Lucent, 2012.
4 ibid.

PHASE DOWN 
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PHASE DOWN OF E-RATE FUNDING
The modernization of E-Rate in 2015 brought many changes to the unique funding 

mechanism with which most schools have subsidized technology purchasing 

throughout the last 16 years. The primary focus of technology within schools has been 

student oriented; providing students with technology that they will encounter beyond 

K-12. The Federal Communications Committee (FCC) modernization order has shifted 

the focus from telecommunications to broadband access and reliable local networks 

for both education applications and wireless access (for example, online assessment 

and 1:1 programs).

To help fund this change, the FCC has focused on reallocating the funds dedicated to 

telecommunications.  The FCC has introduced a phase out of category one subsidies 

for telecom services (voice trunks). These subsidies will be cut by 20% every year 

until schools get to 0% (Figure 1). Funding for voice features such as operator services, 

1-800 services and cell services has also been removed. This means that in two to four 

years, schools will be 100% responsible for all voice costs in the school district. 

The FCC has also removed all E-Rate (category two) funding eligibility for telephone 

and video equipment. This means the purchase of new communication software, 

telephones, unified communications, video conferencing, voice mail, IVRs and gateways 

(regardless of on premises or cloud) is no longer included on the E-Rate eligible 

services list.  

In short, every penny counts in telecommunications for a K-12 school.  Schools must 

research ways to cut communication costs by:

• Examining the inefficiencies of the existing systems

• Examining the true return on investment (ROI)

• Examining the long-term total cost of ownership (TCO) 

• Preparing school boards and superintendents for the growing budget 

requirements

Figure 1: E-Rate phase out on 
telecom services

PHASING DOWN SUPPORT 
FOR VOICE EXAMPLE
• Big Red School District 

has 10,000 students of 
which 7,000 students 
are eligible for NSLP 
giving the district and 
80% discount.

 - Big Red School District 
seeks $100,000/year 
for their local and long 
distance VOIP service

 - Local and long distance 
VOIP is subject to the 
phase down

 - FY 2015: $100,000 x 
(80-20)% = $60,000 
post-discount

 - FY 2016: $100,000 x 
(80-40)% = $40,000 
post-discount

 - FY 2017: $100,000 x 
(80-60)% = $20,000 
post-discount

© 2014 Universal Service  

Administrative Company
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THE FINANCIAL BENEFITS OF VOICE 
MODERNIZATION
INVESTMENT TODAY BRINGS SAVINGS TOMORROW
It’s not all bad news for K-12 schools when looking at the communication costs. 

Advancements in telecommunication technology have created numerous ways to save 

money and deliver a higher level of functionality that many schools have not yet 

considered. Simply by taking a closer look at its telephony system, a school district 

may find free or inexpensive changes that provide immediate cost savings, and also 

achieve a greater ROI. For example, the use of internet protocol (IP) and virtualization 

has drastically lowered the cost of telecommunication hardware. In addition, vendors 

have made significant changes in the way licensing is charged. Making just a few small 

changes may make a significant difference.

Here are some areas that K-12 schools can look at for driving down costs and 

improving the communications system as a whole.

Reducing Costs with K-12 Voice Modernization

Centralized
maintenance &
upgrades

Subscriptions &
communication costs

Main Data
center

Back-up
Data Center

Unified
managment of
voice & data

Centralized
applications

Shared broadband
bandwidth

Energy
consumption*

*Component with other solutions

Re-use existing
hardware/cabling
investments

Move, Adds &
Changes (MACs)

Least Cost Routing

Hard ROI

5-20% Savings

5-30% Savings

10-40% Savings

5-20% Savings

5-30% Savings

30-50% Savings

20-50% Savings

20-30% Savings

10-25% Savings

PSTN PSTN

IP

NGN

Internet
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SIP TRUNK MODERNIZATION
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a lightweight, voice friendly protocol that takes 

advantage of the inherent benefits of a reliable IP network. This means that it can 

provide high quality of service (QoS) ensuring reliable application delivery of any 

session dependent traffic. SIP trunking has grown in popularity across the world 

because it instantly brings greater cost savings by lowering the operating costs for 

both the provider and the consumer. 

K-12 schools must ensure there is enough capacity for peak hours and then add more 

channels for just-in-case situations. SIP trunks reduce the overhead to do this and cut 

the overall cost of ownership. SIP trunking is a perfect solution for K-12 schools that 

must lower their voice trunk costs after the removal of E-Rate funding. In many cases, 

schools can lower T1 trunk costs by up to 50%. 

LEGACY DIGITAL PBX REPLACEMENT
Legacy digital private branch exchanges (PBXs) are workhorse solutions in the K-12 

school environment. They are built with a central architecture that is based on older 

PBX or key system methodologies. Even those that do have IP connection capabilities 

often still use older elements that raise operating costs. This not only drives up the 

cost of telephones and trunks, but also makes the systems complex and expensive to 

maintain. Modernization of a K-12 school’s voice system will reduce overall yearly 

maintenance costs, cut the cost of move/add changes, and deliver new functionality. 

Schools should therefore consider replacing legacy digital PBXs with an all-in-one 

IP telephony solution to maximize IP benefits. This natively supports SIP trunks by 

removing the need for additional hardware and gateways, and provides a number 

of clear tangible ROI benefits. Voice over IP (VoIP), i.e., IP Telephony, solutions have 

evolved to feature rich software platforms that can be virtualized in the school 

network. Using media gateways, an IP telephony solution uses the local network to 

provide all the telecommunications a K-12 school requires. The school can then save 

money in multiple areas including hardware, cabling, features and support costs.

SECURING GRANTS
The loss of E-Rate funding means K-12 schools must either look to their own budget 

or seek other state and federal grants to help cover the costs. Many grant programs 

have communications at their core, but this fact may be missed based on the original 

description of the grant’s purpose. For example, a grant for safer schools includes the 

development of a better notification system (e911, emergency notifications), while an 

education technology grant includes the need to collaborate outside of school.

Modernization of the voice system can be largely funded by grants and other 

initiatives plus presenting detailed plans can often greatly contribute to actually 

securing grants.

SIP VALUE PROPOSITIONS 
ARE:
• Versatility – SIP can 

be used for telephony, 
notification services, 
location services, 
collaboration, chatting 
and conferencing

• Extensibility – SIP’s 
internal structure makes 
it easy to add new 
primitives — i.e. signaling 
protocol elements — 
without disrupting 
existing primitives

• Multimedia at the core – 
SIP natively takes into 
account, audio, video and 
text sessions

• Mobility across IP 
networks – A registration 
and location mechanism 
enables mobility of end-
points over various IP 
networks

• IT-friendly – SIP leverages 
other existing, well-
established Internet 
protocols, such as Domain 
Name System (DNS) and 
Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol (SMTP). SIP 
also leverages Internet 
Protocol Security (IPSec) 
and Secure Socket Layre/
Translport Layer Security 
(SSL/TLS) to provide 
session encryption and 
security.
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MOVING TO AN OPERATIONAL 
EXPENDITURE MODEL
Another option to consider is moving to a hosted or cloud voice 

platform. This solution offloads a large amount of operating 

expenditure (OPEX) away from the school. A major cost with a 

standard PBX deployment is keeping the latest software levels 

and respective processing hardware to deliver the voice service 

or feature set. In a cloud solution, the provider keeps the 

central communication servers up to date and removes this cost 

from the school district’s expected expenditure.  

Cloud-based offers also incorporate key elements and services 

into the lease of equipment per month (per user/per site). The 

running costs, the telephones, media gateway, feature sets, 

dial plans, trunking and integration of emergency notification 

or e911, are all included. This significantly lowers the per-

month spending and substantially lowers the communications 

overhead.

A key element of moving to an OPEX model like this is the 

ability to adapt to change faster. Circumstances can change 

very quickly. Additional school buildings, unforeseen situations, 

peak events (registration, end of year), and adopting new 

educational technology can all lead to a significant shift in 

your requirements. An OPEX model enables you to adapt to 

these changes without the need for extensive rebudgeting or 

bidding. You can be aware of what everything will cost before 

you commit, and there are no hidden extras. Similarly, if there 

are budget restrictions within your organization, the district 

will automatically benefit from the cost reduction for fewer 

deployed devices.

K-12 schools should look for a cloud voice solution that allows 

flexible integration and customization. A hybrid solution 

with elements both on-premises and in the cloud  will give 

larger school districts the flexibility for more advanced 

communications services without having to use disparate 

systems. This includes integrations to LMS or SIS systems 

and special education programs (distance learning). A hybrid 

solution gives schools full autonomy under the same cost 

effective OPEX deployment model.

The advancement of public and private cloud architecture 

and the adoption of bring your own device (BYOD) offers new 

ways to communicate while saving costs.  Moving to a cost 

per user/ per month structure will drive financial security and 

help reduce the strain on your educational technology budget. 

Including service and support in the monthly cost drives down 

maintenance and running expenses and frees up your own IT 

staff. Your people can then focus on making the best possible 

use of the technology, rather than day-to-day maintenance 

tasks.

REDUCED POWER CONSUMPTION 
BRINGS GREEN IT
Eco sustainability is very important to the community 

in any school district, but legacy digital PBX and trunk 

implementations are far from being “Green IT”. The move to an 

IP network with a modernized voice architecture can reduce 

your CO2 footprint and drive down costs. 

A reduction in equipment and the way in which applicative SIP 

trunks work mean that moving from traditional T1 trunking will:

• lower power consumption 

• Reduce costs

• Increase sustainability

• Lower the school’s physical footprint

• Ensure an even greater GREEN ROI
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THE OPERATIONAL BENEFITS 
OF VOICE MODERNIZATION
EFFICIENT TELEPHONY
One of the major factors in modernizing communications in K-12 

schools is the inefficiencies caused by long-term use of legacy 

communications. By keeping a PBX running for more than ten 

years, communication applications and habits become ingrained 

(dial plans, legacy phones, and lack of features such as voice mail). 

Tangible improvements can be realized by adopting a more efficient 

approach to telephony. This includes improving the connectivity and 

reachability of all staff, offering a seamless approach to features 

across any device. This effectively reduces the time and cost 

associated with human latency and fragmented communications.  

EFFECTIVE ADMINISTRATION 
In most school districts, administrators are tasked with maintaining 

the budget, providing a safe environment and assuring timely 

and effective communications with parents and the community. 

The main reception and administrative block of any school 

is the communication frontline, where parents and students 

converge to get things done. It is also the location for the central 

telecommunications point, where calls are taken, rerouted, escalated 

and monitored.

The communications system that a school uses in these areas is 

critical. Modernization of the voice system will open new features 

and options, and can immediately offer the school administrators 

new efficiencies when compared with the current, outdated systems.

Another benefit of modernization is boosting the reputation of a 

school by delivering a responsive, professional experience for all 

school district constituents — seamlessly and across all devices and 

technologies.

School Name: Elkhorn Public School 

Country: United States

Number of students: 6800

Challenges

• Rapidly expanding school district strains 

resources; internal communications critical 

for efficiency.

• Standalone phone systems at each school 

create operational and user complexity, 

adding cost.

• No phone coverage in classrooms: concerns 

about efficiency and safety.

Benefits

• Reducing monthly costs, replacing many 

plain old telephone service (POTS) lines.

• Having a phone in every classroom gives 

peace of mind to all the administrators-

faculty-parents.

• Centralized phone system replaces silos, 

unifying the school district regardless of 

what building you are in.

School Name: Kennewick School District

Country: United States

Number of users: 16,000

Challenges

• Incorporating technology into the 

curriculum.

• Getting the most out of investments.

• Student safety was a top priority.

Benefits

• 100% of classrooms have internet access, 

with wireless access everywhere, which 

allows students and staff to incorporate 

technology into every lesson.

• The infrastructure supports SIP-based 

control of bells, speakers, clocks, allowing 

for a high degree of control and flexibility 

in these alerting systems.
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School Name: Great Neck Public School 

Country: United States

Number of users: 6800

Challenges

• The use of the emergency services was not 

transparent in the school district. The IT 

teams were not notified when a 911 call 

was made, except for when false alarms 

were reported to administration.

• The customer required a way to notify 

internal first responders that a 911 call 

had been made, and a system to extract 

all reports of 911 calls. Overall, the school 

needed to leverage technology to improve 

response to emergencies.

• Oftentimes, a 911 call was placed and some 

key stakeholders, including administrators, 

were not made aware of the situation.

Benefits

• With the Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise 

Emergency Notification Server, calls go 

directly to 911 and provide immediate 

accountability, tracking and notification. 

This service offers various notification 

types for each internal responder. The 

solution is extremely flexible and can be 

organized by building location.

• The Emergency Notification Server was 

easily integrated to existing network, 

providing potential savings to the district.

• Employees can have the ability to choose 

the type of notifications theyprefer such as 

e-mails and text messages.

SAFE SCHOOL CAMPUS 
With the removal of E-Rate funding, piggybacking 

telecommunications with Safe Campus programs is an excellent 

way of increasing efficiency and lowering costs. Many state 

programs are tailored to help build safer, smarter schools, and offer 

complimentary funding for telecommunication services that help 

K-12 schools deliver a safe campus.  

A single platform that delivers multiple functions offers more than 

just savings as it extends the safe campus features further and 

wider than a separate disparate add-on solution. For example, a 

fixed IP phone in a classroom can act as a communication tool, a 

paging tool, a fixed distress button and the class bell. This is a win-

win solution providing a safer, faster emergency response system 

and a new affordable voice system.

Emergency and notification solutions at K-12 sites have often relied 

on disparate technologies. The latest IP telephony/cloud voice 

offerings, however, include these notification options in the skin of 

the solution. 
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IMPROVED TEACHER AND PARENT RELATIONSHIPS
Evidence shows that advanced telephone features can greatly improve 

interpersonal relationships throughout the school and particularly 

between teachers and parents. Timely, efficient and unobtrusive 

communication means that:

• Teachers are able to keep in touch with parents more easily (and vice 

versa)

• Students can be more productive, with fewer interruptions and 

improved support

• Administrators can quickly and easily contact staff members

Teachers and students alike have benefited from the introduction of new 

educational technology (largely thanks to E-Rate funding). Smartphones 

and tablets are now commonplace, as the learning platform extends 

across multiple devices. Teachers’ devices can be seamlessly incorporated 

into your infrastructure thanks to a single, universal license per-user 

deployment model. Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise solutions, for example, use 

a modern software architecture that significantly reduces complexity. 

There is no longer a need for your IT team to sort individual licenses for 

features, devices, trunks or operating functions to create a consistent 

experience. This brings cost savings to provisioning as well as removes 

administrative efforts, making the solution easy to deploy, use and 

monitor.

The universal license model enables teachers to access functionality 

previously seen as unnecessary or complex. They can easily control who, 

when, and on which device a call is made from, and use these mobile 

tools to become more available and develop stronger relationships with 

students and parents. Unified communications also enables teachers to 

extend and escalate student conferences whenever necessary, instead of 

waiting for the next scheduled Parent/Teacher event.

School Name: Decatur County Schools 

Country: United States

Number of staff: 400

Number of students: 5,600

Challenges

• Requirement to create future-proof 

infrastructure with finite financial resources 

and a fully utilized small support team.

• Reliability and uptime critical to satisfy 

staff expectations.

• Vision to transform technology into a 

learning enabler.

Benefits

• Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise’s modular 

architecture allows for flexible and scalable 

voice, data and video infrastructure, 

without the fear of obsolescence or 

irrelevance and enables incremental growth 

and investment.

• Hosting by City of Thomasville removes 

direct cost and labor associated with 

maintenance and support.

• Rolled out virtual voice mail to the teaching 

staff so parents could call a direct number 

and leave questions about homework, 

class work and other issues. One teacher 

commented that after the first few months 

the relationship with parents was already 

vastly improved, which had a directly 

positive effect on schoolwork.  
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“…it’s been fantastic to 
see how teachers went 
from initially holding off 
from using this type of 
technology, to seeing 
how they have fully 
adopted the approach so 
they have a direct way 
to communicate with 
parents more often and 
for the benefit of the 
student”
-Nick Zepp, State College Area Schools.

State College Area Schools have rolled out a simple “one number” program where 

teachers have the ability to decide when and where parents can reach them by 

phone. Using a single number and a web interface to point the caller to the chosen 

device means that a teacher is available when they believe it is most beneficial. 

After a few months of deployment, teachers were even taking calls in classrooms 

when the students were working quietly or working on projects. 
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WHAT DO YOU DO NEXT?  
Is modernization a good option for your school district or can 

you make do with the present system? Do you have the time to 

prepare the stakeholders for when the phase down of E-Rate 

funds eliminates the additional telecommunications budget 

altogether?

There are four best practices that can help to build a clear 

business case either way. Typically, this can be done in-house, 

or with the help of an advisory program  such as the Alcatel-

Lucent Enterprise Rapid Business Assessment (RBA) program.

1. COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT PRACTICE  
• Understand how the school district supports 

communications as a whole. 

• Highlight how each school manages the call flows: 

Receptionist, attendant, voice mail, or call distribution.  

• Look at the methods used to oversee the communications 

system, cost reporting, management of features, trunks and 

devices. 

• Create a gap analysis on what is needed, what works and 

where each school needs to be.

2. COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE PRACTICE
• Determine what is needed in the architecture to modernize 

the voice system across the school district. 

• Determine how reliable the network is and its QoS. 

• Highlight the existing voice architecture and its strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities to change and threats to the 

status quo. 

• Map the level of reliability and consider a replacement 

timeline for transition. 

• Create a cost analysis on where improvements can 

be made, cost savings and the business case for 

transformation to OPEX.

3. REACHABILITY SERVICE PRACTICE
• Understand how the communications system is being used 

by staff, teachers, parents and students throughout the 

school day — determine which features are used the most, 

the least, not at all or are missing.  

• Highlight areas of improvement, areas that can help with 

educational change and areas where productivity can be 

improved through modernization to make a safer/smarter 

operation.

• Create a safe campus assessment — determine how the 

communication system helps notify people during an 

emergency situation, lockdown, a non-emergency, or a 

standard announcement. 

• GenE-Rate a user study on which modern features (like 

unified communications) teachers and administrators 

believe will help deliver benefits to teaching, the running 

of the school and the relationship with parents.

4. IMMERSIVE LEARNING DESIGN PRACTICE
• Test the theory out with the staff — research the modern 

voice options and show how it can help in the teaching 

environment. 

• Visit other schools that have integrated communications 

into the teaching environment (Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise 

K-12 reference program can provide details). 

• Use the experience and opinions of teachers to develop a 

clear picture of how modernization will deliver greater ROI 

in the business case (Cherokee County Schools in Georgia 

did this to excellent effect).

BEST PRACTICES FOR K-12 VOICE SOLUTION 
MODERNIZATION
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CONCLUSION
The modernization of E-Rate has helped thousands of schools 

improve student access to broadband and education resources. 

Additional money has enabled many schools to refresh and 

install new network infrastructure (wired/wireless) to help meet 

the demand of online assessments and extend the broadband 

access to the classroom. However, the cost of this investment 

is the removal of funding for voice services and equipment. 

Over the next two years, schools have to find 20% to 60% more 

out-of-pocket money to keep their voice system running as it is 

today.

The good news is that a new network architecture makes 

communication simpler and cheaper. Schools can make great 

cost savings by looking at modern voice platforms, and find 

greater value and savings than E-Rate funding has provided. 

This document discussed many of the drivers, reasons and 

recommendations for getting maximum return on investment 

by modernizing the voice system now. 

The take away is clear. It is time to address this issue now, 

before the budget squeeze occurs. Waiting for the E-Rate 

money to dry up is not a good financial strategy. Some upgrade 

options will actually bring positive tangible savings that can 

help a school free up funds for use on other necessary projects.

Voice modernization is necessary for K-12 schools for more 

than just cost purposes. It offers many benefits for the efficient 

running of a school, improves relationships with parents, 

and ultimately helps improve student outcome by improving 

classroom communication. 

Together with  our business partners and Alcatel-Lucent 

Enterprise solutions, K-12 school communication staff can 

prepare detailed business cases that will help educate and lay 

the foundation for transformational change in the K-12 voice 

architecture.

**** For more information on Alcatel-Lucent OpenTouch® Suite 

for K-12, our K-12 reference cases and additional resources, 

contact us. 

http://enterprise.alcatel-lucent.com
http://enterprise.alcatel-lucent.com/trademarks
http://conversation.alcatel-lucent.com/LP=3449
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